
Be inspired to lead
meaningful change.

Be Bold. Do HR Differently.

Enable-HR profiling tool
to identify your HR
superpowers

1:1 Zoom session with
Trina to tailor to your
in-room experience

Networking sundowner
with other HR game
changers

Two-day workshop
where we come
together in Perth, WA

What’s Included

HR
BREAKTHROUGH
EXPERIENCE

TRINA SUNDAY | REIMAGINE HR IMMERSIVE IN-PERSON EXPERIENCE

A journey of personal and professional growth to
overcome limiting beliefs, develop new thinking
and network with other HR professionals so you
can drive impactful change. 

This program is an opportunity for experienced
HR leaders to step away from the busyness of the
day-to-day to discover and embrace new HR
thinking. Network with peers in Perth, exploring
what global HR game changers are doing
differently.

The HR Breakthrough Experience will give you
insights and tools to achieve sustainable, positive
HR change.

This public program can also be customised and
run in-house for HR teams.

With Trina Sunday from Reimagine HR.

Inclusion in the ‘invite-
only’ LinkedIn group of
HR game changers 



Why This Experience? What You Can Expect

Why Trina?

Acknowledge and release stress from challenges
with the pandemic, economy and industry reform
Get inspired by the work you do and the impact
you have
Discover and embrace new HR thinking
Get clarity on the kind of HR leader you are, or
want to be
Strengthen business and marketing knowledge
and its integration into ongoing practice
Understand the environment, skills and tools for
high-impact HR
Build networks and connections with like-minded
HR professionals who can validate where you’re
at, and where you’re heading
Create pathways to breakthrough so positive HR
change can happen and be sustainable

The HR Breakthrough Experience is an opportunity
for experienced and capable HR leaders to come
together with other HR game changers to:

She's been where you are, can relate to your challenges and also has a passion for driving positive HR
change.
25+ years experience working in Human Resources, Organisational Development, Marketing and
Events and Business Consulting.
Trina is accredited in the use of a massive variety of development tools.
She is a Fellow Certified Practitioner of the Australian Human Resources Institute (AHRI) in recognition
of her impact in the HR space.
Trina has extensive experience working with Boards, Executives and senior leaders and can help
navigate those dynamics.
She doesn't take herself too seriously, is a natural leader and guide and likes to laugh.
Trina loves to help HR leaders and teams to break through the noise and barriers stopping them from
experiencing happiness and high performance in their HR career Are you next?

TRINA SUNDAY | REIMAGINE HR IMMERSIVE IN-PERSON EXPERIENCE

How I Can Help

HELLO@REIMAGINEHR.COM.AU WWW.REIMAGINEHR.COM.AU

Are you passionate about doing HR differently?
Are you looking to make a bold career move?
Are you looking for some inspiration and a fresh perspective?
You’re not alone. And we’re here to help.
Along with some new allies. And some new thinking.

Book a discovery call with Trina to find out more and explore if the
HR Breakthrough Experience is right for you. 

bookings.reimaginehr.com.au

Actively build knowledge about yourself,
human resources and business.
Be inspired to do things differently by
exploring what global HR game changers
are doing.
Enhance critical skills and thinking by
tapping into global resources to expand
your thinking.
Sharing lived and learned experiences and
insights with experienced HR
professionals. 
We imagine throwing out the HR rule book
and how to do things differently.
Make valuable connections and network
with a diverse group of HR professionals.


